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Enhance your digital workflows with pdfFiller’s online PDF editor, built-in eSignature, form builder, and document generator.
	Start your future today: how to compile a solid sales forecast for your business
Preparing for the next business year entails a multitude of planning. Forecasting sales figures is a common place to start &#8211; estimating the type, quantity and quality of future sales. The purpose of sales forecasting is to help you develop and improve your strategic plans for the upcoming year by increasing your knowledge of the... Read more &#8594;
The post Start your future today: how to compile a solid sales forecast for your business appeared first on pdfFiller Blog.
	Improve your sales with the Best Products for Sales 2019 list according to G2 Crowd
This is how we imagined the ideal start of a new year! G2 Crowd, the largest business commerce platform, just announced the 2019 winners of its annual Best Software Awards. And PDFfiller earned a spot on the Best Products for Sales 2019 list! Moreover, we find it important to specify several other apps that also... Read more &#8594;
The post Improve your sales with the Best Products for Sales 2019 list according to G2 Crowd appeared first on pdfFiller Blog.
	Meet us at Dreamforce’18 to close more deals in 2019 with workflows powered by DaDaDocs
PDFfiller is excited to take part in Dreamforce 2018 and will be featuring DaDaDocs &#8212; an all-in-one online PDF editor, document generator, e-signature and form building app for Salesforce. This year, DaDaDocs unveils new document automation capabilities empowering Salesforce users to automatically send contracts, agreements and proposals for signature and data collection and instantly update... Read more &#8594;
The post Meet us at Dreamforce’18 to close more deals in 2019 with workflows powered by DaDaDocs appeared first on pdfFiller Blog.
	Practitioner’s guide to on- and offline lead generation. How PDFfiller got 1500 leads in two days
Without a steady stream of customers, a business cannot expect to prosper. Therefore, marketers are constantly looking for innovative ways to develop advertising campaigns and attract new leads. In order to have a successful marketing strategy, many companies have realized it is essential to use both on and offline marketing techniques. The marketing team at... Read more &#8594;
The post Practitioner’s guide to on- and offline lead generation. How PDFfiller got 1500 leads in two days appeared first on pdfFiller Blog.
	5 tips from industry leaders that will positively affect your leadership style
Only 18% of companies are satisfied with their leaders and the way they meet their business goals. Does that seem low to you? The bitter truth is that employees leave managers, not companies. If you ask yourself “where do I stand as a leader”, that’s already a good sign. Because you realize something in the... Read more &#8594;
The post 5 tips from industry leaders that will positively affect your leadership style appeared first on pdfFiller Blog.
	Meet DaDaDocs and SignNow at Salesforce World Tours
As Trailblazers are shipping up to Boston, so are we. PDFfiller team cordially invites you to join us at Salesforce World Tour, April 5. We’ve prepared individual live trials and presentations of DaDaDocs Digital Workflow Solution and SignNow Built-In E-Signature &#8211; the two main applications that will change the way you deal with the document... Read more &#8594;
The post Meet DaDaDocs and SignNow at Salesforce World Tours appeared first on pdfFiller Blog.
	Learn How to Speed Up the Quote-to-Cash Cycle in Your CRM by 40%
Your CRM has all the tools for streamlining your business process, but do you make full use of them? Quote-to-Cash or Q2C software stands for the integrated and automated management of business processes that have been implemented to cover the entire buying process. From attracting leads to delivering a quote, completing a transaction and serving... Read more &#8594;
The post Learn How to Speed Up the Quote-to-Cash Cycle in Your CRM by 40% appeared first on pdfFiller Blog.
	The 5 Most Common Signs that a Company Can Benefit From a CPQ App
Every sales team goes through the same five stages of the sales process, or in marketing terms &#8211; the Quote-to-Cash cycle: lead generation, prospecting and qualification, presentation and proposal, negotiation and deal closing. Building an accurate quote is probably the most time-consuming task as well as the most crucial due to it involving a final... Read more &#8594;
The post The 5 Most Common Signs that a Company Can Benefit From a CPQ App appeared first on pdfFiller Blog.
	Cut Processing Costs and Save Time with Automated CRM Document Generation
DaDaDocs by PDFfiller allows salespeople to take data from the most used CRMs such as Salesforce, and bpm’online and make it actionable via document generation. With DaDaDocs CRM users can generate documents pre-filled with customer data, account numbers, product specifications from a PDF or Word template without leaving their CRM account. The advanced document generation tool... Read more &#8594;
The post Cut Processing Costs and Save Time with Automated CRM Document Generation appeared first on pdfFiller Blog.
	How to Collect Customer Data via Online Fillable Forms into Salesforce
Collect Customer Data with DaDaDocs Data Collection Tool Document routine is an important part of a company’s image, which is why managers constantly look for the way to streamline this part of customer communication in their CRMs. The ability to collect customer data directly into Salesforce has been made easy for all parties and reduces... Read more &#8594;
The post How to Collect Customer Data via Online Fillable Forms into Salesforce appeared first on pdfFiller Blog.

